CUTTING EDGE TRAINING, LLC
In association with the
Union Gap, WA, Police Department
Presents an opportunity to attend
A vital training course that is equally important
to your officers, agency, and citizens

Pursuit Decision-Making

This constantly updated course provides the officer, supervising officer, and agency policy-maker with reasonable “pursuit decision-making” factors for:

- **Safer and more defensible** vehicle pursuits
- **Safer and more defensible** arrest of fleeing offenders
- Defense of your actions in *any* venue in post I-940 Washington

**This outstanding nationally presented course includes:**
- Court and community standards of evaluating officer conduct in vehicle pursuits
- Pursuit dynamics and the human reality of vehicles at speed in pursuits
- Overcoming supervisory & officer pressures in pursuit decision-making
- Tactics at the terminus to keep you alive and *out of court!*
- **Scott v. Harris** and **Plumhoff v. Rickard** force provisions to safely end public safety threats
- A useful “Risk versus Benefit” analysis formula to satisfy the courts AND your agency policy!

**FINALLY!**

Functionally applying the core policy provision of “the need to immediately apprehend against the threat of the pursuit to the public”

This course will help you prevent police vehicle pursuit tragedies.

Learn how to effectively limit your agency’s liability —*as well as your own*— in vehicle pursuits

Your instructor: **George T. Williams**, Director of Training for **CUTTING EDGE TRAINING, LLC**. Certified Police Master Trainer. Published widely (two books and 250+ articles) and extensively defends officers as an Expert Witness on pursuit, force, tactics, policy, and training. Developed with assistance from police risk managers and civil defense attorneys, this training has been presented to thousands of officers, supervisors, police managers and chief executives nationwide.

Location:
Union Gap, WA, Police Department
102 W. Ahtanum, Union Gap, WA 98903

Apply on-line: [cuttingedgetraining.org](http://cuttingedgetraining.org)
Or phone: **360.671.2007**.

$119.00 per person

September 23, 2019

Apply by 9/7/19